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ABSTRACT

Zero-valent iron nanoparticles (nZVI) have been studied as an option for soil remediation
and water treatment for many years. The capability of nZVI to produce oxidation/reduction
processes, depending on the reaction conditions, has attracted great interest with their major
drawback being reactivity loss through agglomeration. The loss in nZVI surface area has been
reported to be prevented through immobilization onto a porous media (e.g., SBA-15, MCM-41,
or zeolites). In this work, a mesoporous silica structure (SBA-15) is used as an nZVI supporting
material to enhance its reactivity and promote peroxymonosulfate (PMS) catalytic decomposition
for the degradation of antibiotics in aqueous phase through advanced oxidation processes
(AOPs). The reactivity of the immobilized nZVI nanoparticles on SBA-15 (nZVI/SBA-15) for
PMS decomposition and the potential of the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system to degrade antibiotics
(e.g., sulfamethoxazole, tetracycline and amoxicillin) was tested using three different
nZVI/SBA-15 dosages (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 g L-1) and two different PMS dosages (5, and 1.25
mmol L-1). The reactivity of the system using the different conditions tested was measured for
hydroxyl radical production using a well- known free radical scavenger (p-nitroso-dimethylamine, pNDA) using UV-visible spectroscopy. The degradation curves for PMS and antibiotic
concentrations were recorded using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a
diode array detector. Samples were collected at approximately 5 min intervals with preliminary
data showing a degradation rate > 97% using 1.5 g L-1 of nZVI/SBA-15 and 5 mmol L-1 PMS
with a total reaction time of 30 min for sulfamethoxazole (SMX), 89.8% degradation using 0.5 g
L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 and 1.25 mmol L-1 PMS of tetracycline (Tetra), and 63.9% using 1.0 g L-1
nZVI/SBA-15 and 5 mmol L-1 PMS of amoxicillin (AMX). It was observed that when lower
nZVI/SBA-15 doses were used for the same concentration with PMS, the main reaction occurred
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within the first 5 min of the reaction. The same was observed when PMS was run alone (without
nZVI/SBA-15). When high nZVI/SBA-15 doses, were used the initial reaction rate was found to
be reduced suggesting different mechanisms for the degradation process might be at play. The
nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system was found to be a highly interesting alternative for the removal of
antibiotics in water.
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CHAPTER 1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Water shortages in arid environments have been increasing and are anticipated to
continue increasing from a spike in the demand for food and potable water to support human
population growth, generating a significant need for locating and obtaining sources of fresh
water for use (Bandala and Berli, 2019). As a result of water shortages, further depletion and
deterioration of available water resources and a lack of available potable water resources within a
region would be expected (Goonetilleke et al., 2017).Because agricultural usage is one of the
most water demanding activities, using recycled and/or reclaimed water for irrigation is
considered an aid in the minimization and conservation of water use (Tran et al., 2016).However,
undesirable organic contaminants such as contaminants of emerging concern (CECs) have been
reported to be present in wastewater effluent, even after treatment (Blunt et al., 2018).The
identification and quantifications of CECs have become easier with increased improvements in
analytical technology and those CECs found in the treated effluent are either poorly or not
removed by conventional wastewater treatment (Blunt et al., 2018).
Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) have difficulty in removing antibiotics by
conventional water treatment processes as those systems are predominately biological (Bai and
Acharya, 2017). As a result, there is an increased concern of antibiotic accumulation in water
sources, potentially leading to antibiotic resistance and unknown effect on human health
(Derakhshan et al., 2016).The estimated annual consumption of antibiotics worldwide is between
100,000 and 200,000 tons, thus its possible build up in treated effluent and waterways can no
longer be ignored (Wise, 2002).The antibiotic removal efficiency of a secondary treatment
process ranges between 5% - 87% and, unless the antibiotics are highly biodegradable and/or
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hydrophobic, traces will remain in the treated effluent (Xiu-Sheng Miao et al., 2004; H. Jones et
al., 2005; Lubliner et al., 2010).
Presence of antibiotics in WWTPs effluents has led to the pursuit of alternative, non –
conventional wastewater treatment processes (or additional tertiary process) which may be added
to the conventional processes already used to deal with those contaminants. New processes
currently under development have shown promise in reducing antibiotics in wastewater effluents,
yet are still costly and labor intensive to produce. The need to develop cost – effective processes
that reduce/eliminate antibiotics from the wastewater effluents before release into their
environments remains a significant scientific challenge in need of a solution.
Zero-valent iron nanoparticles (nZVI) have demonstrated capability to produce hydroxyl
radicals (•OH), and great potential for the oxidation of organic compounds in water (Mortazavian
et al., 2019). Despite its high efficiency in the removal of organic contaminants (e.g., antibiotics)
suspended nZVI has been reported with a significant drawback it losses reactivity thorough
agglomeration, usually related with reduction of exposed surface area for the reaction to occur.
To avoid the loss of reactivity, nZVI immobilization onto a porous media (e.g., mesoporous
silicate – based materials) has shown to be a favored option (Mortazavian et al., 2020).The use of
Santa Barbara – 15 (SBA-15 as a supporting material for nZVI immobilization is attracting the
attention of the scientific community because its high surface area, large and uniform pore sizes,
well – ordered hexagonal pores, its potential as a support matrix for metal and metal oxides, and
lack of catalytic or photocatalytic activity (Tomer et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015b; Martínez-Edo
et al., 2018; Zeidman et al., 2020). There are some studies on the use of SBA-15 as the support
of materials AOPs (e.g., Fenton and Fenton – like reactions) though most uses of SBA-15 are
devoted to adsorption (Zhang et al., 2015a; Liu et al., 2018; Martínez-Costa et al., 2018;
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Zeidman et al., 2020). The increase in hydroxyl radical (•OH) production to target antibiotics
and/or other CECs present in treated effluents (Ramírez-Sánchez et al., 2017) increases the speed
and efficiency in their degradation (Sun et al., 2014). Even with the addition of a supporting
material used to prevent nZVI agglomeration, the production of •OH radicals may not be enough
to degrade the antibiotics; therefore, the addition of oxidants (e.g., peroxymonosulfate, PMS) for
the production of sulfate radicals (SO4•-), reported with higher oxidation potential than •OH
radicals, has been proposed (Zhang et al., 2019).
The use of AOPs based on PMS activation or decomposition has been identified to
possess stronger redox potentials, high selective oxidation ability against multiple different
organic contaminants, and a wide pH flexibility with different activation methods through
different processes. These processes include the heterogeneous activation of PMS by
nanostructured materials, which are sought after for their selectivity and reactivity with organic
contaminants found in environmental systems (Xiao et al., 2018). Moreover, these reactions are
preferred for their generation of the SO4•- radicals over the •OH radical for its increased half-life
allowing for greater interaction time with contaminants in aqueous solution. Furthermore, SO4•has been suggested with greater selectivity for organic contaminant degradation when compared
with •OH radicals along with pH-independent reactivity (Rodríguez-Narvaez et al., 2020). In
difference to persulfate, which is pH dependent and showing accelerated reactivity by increase in
pH (Xing et al., 2020), PMS is higher efficient and less restrictive SO4•- generation in the
degradation of organic contaminants. This chemical stability can be explained by PMS’s
chemical structure which includes a peroxide bond in its molecule (similar to the one present in
hydrogen peroxide, H2O2) in which with one hydrogen atom substituted by a sulfonate group (Ji
et al., 2018).
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Despite new processes currently under development showing promise in reducing load of
antibiotics in wastewater effluents, many of these are still costly and labor – intensive to
produce. As a result, the need to develop cost – effective processes that can degrade/remove
antibiotics from treated wastewater effluents before release into the environment remains as a
significant scientific challenge to address. In this study, we are proposing to use nZVI
immobilized in SBA-15 to promote PMS decomposition for the production of SO4•- to carry out
the oxidation of antibiotics present in water and wastewater as alternative treatment for
wastewater effluents (Yin et al., 2018; Rodríguez-Narvaez et al., 2020). The use of these
processes, specifically AOPs using nZVI immobilized in SBA-15 and PMS, will aid in the
degradation of antibiotics affecting treated effluent with a possible reduced risk of reaction by –
products (BPs) generation that may further harm the environment.
1.1 Antibiotics
Antibiotics are a significant societal and economically important group of synthetic, natural
and semisynthetic materials used to mitigate, prevent or treat animal and/or human diseases (Cioca
and Munteanu, 2019). The estimates of global antibiotic ingestion increased from 6.85×1010
standard units (SU; equivalent to a single tablet, capsule, or 5 mL ampule/vial/oral suspension) in
2011 to 7.44×1010 SU in 2015 worldwide (Jackson et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020) or
approximately between one to two million tons annually within the United States alone (Kumar et
al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020). The bodies of most animals including humans can not readily
absorb the bulk of antibiotics post ingestion due to the various and varied metabolic reactions,
which allows for a copious amount of non-metabolized antibiotic to exit the body system (Hirsch
et al., 1999; Zeidman et al., 2020). The unabsorbed antibiotics move from the body system to the
sewage system (Yuan et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020) and conventional wastewater treatment
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processes are incapable of complete removal of antibiotics, which is of paramount concern, as they
complete their journey on to the surface water bodies with the risk of producing both known and
unknown deleterious toxicological consequences to organisms (Hernandez et al., 2019; Zeidman
et al., 2020).
Potentially, the perseverance of antibiotics in water sources and their effects on the
environment could be related to their chemical structure, such as, low molecular weight
antibiotics (<1000 Da; e.g, β-lactams, aminoglycosides, fluoroquinolones, tetracyclines,
amphenicols, and quinolones). These antibiotics have been suggested to be highly persistent in
water due to their water solubility (Krzeminski et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020). Macrolides,
aminoglycosides, and β – lactams where found to have lower persistence in the environment in
comparison to sulfonamides and fluoroquinolones (Kumar et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020).
The modification of antibiotic strains could occur through the exposure of highly photosensitive
strains (e.g., tetracycline) while other structures lend themselves to have genotoxic effects (Ao et
al., 2018). In addition to the difficulties posed by the wide variety of antibiotic properties and
chemical structures, the augmentation of antibiotic resistance is another issue of consideration
related to the distribution of these types of pollutants within the environment. Finally, there has
always been a gap in the knowledge regarding the effects of traditional water quality parameters
such as pH, ionic strength, and natural organic matter on the adsorption, degradation, and/or
mineralization processes of antibiotics in water. Moreover, there is missing data regarding the
effects on the surface characteristics of the materials used in the traditional water treatment
processes. Knowing what effects these parameters have on the traditional water treatment
process in the presence of antibiotics is essential to being able to remove antibiotics from
wastewater (Hong et al., 2020; Zeidman et al., 2020).
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Antibiotic resistance, which is when bacteria acquire the capability to stop an antibiotic
from working against them, has become an increasing concern for public health over the last few
years as hundreds of thousands of deaths per year are considered to be a result of this
phenomenon (Limmathurotsakul et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020). The main reason for this
occurrence of microbial antibiotic resistance is thought to be from long – term exposure to low
concentration of antibiotics, which can be attributed to the overuse and misuse of antibiotics
(Wistrand-Yuen et al., 2018; Zeidman et al., 2020). The mechanisms involved in generating
antibiotic resistance remain under discussion, but has been suggested that the process modifies
redox mechanisms, hydrolysis, cell surface receptors and other intra/extracellular process, which
can produce multidrug resistant strains (Rajivghandi et al., 2018; Zeidman et al., 2020). The
number of multidrug resistant strains reported has increased in the last few years in natural water
environments and in wastewater effluent containing high loads of antibiotics, which the presence
of antibiotic – resistant pathogenic bacterial strains are expected to continue to increase
exponentially along with the correlating health risks (Hathroubi et al., 2016; García-Fernández et
al., 2018; Zeidman et al., 2020).
Antibiotic biodegradation has been reported to occur naturally and is considered a
potential option for the removal of these pollutants in wastewater through a series of multiple
and complex metabolic pathways. However, it has been suggested that a link between the
generation of antibiotic resistant genes and the antibiotic degradation potential of the
microorganisms used for biodegradation processes (Kumar et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020),
which significantly reduces the usability of this process without posing significant environmental
and/or human health risks. Although bioremediation is considered the most suitable technology
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for the purification of water ecosystems currently available, there are clear restrictions that
features the need to develop better options for removing antibiotics in water.
Antibiotics have shown to be an increasing concern for the environment and specifically
within a treated wastewater effluent. Several antibiotics are removed from the effluent during
treatment while others have shown to persist afterwards even in trace amounts. The groups of
antibiotics that have been found to commonly persist and interact with the environment include β
– lactams, tetracyclines, and sulfonamides which are much more difficult to remove because of
their water solubility and chemical structure (Kumar et al., 2019; Zeidman et al., 2020), based on
this information, using one antibiotic from each of the three groups mentioned earlier (e.g.,
amoxicillin, tetracycline, and sulfamethoxazole) was decided as a proxy for those commonly
found in treated wastewater effluent.
Tetracycline (4S,4aS,5aS,6S,12aR)-4-(dimethylamino)-1,6,10,11,12a-pentahydroxy-6methyl-3,12-dioxo-4,4a,5,5a-tetrahydrotetracene-2-carboxamide; hydrochloride, Tetra) is a
commonly used antibiotic ubiquitously administered to livestock and household pets for the
prevention and treatment of infections. No maximum contaminate level (MCL) for drinking
water was found on the EPA Contaminant Candidate List for Tetra. The chemical structure of
antibiotics is shown to be a major factor in the degradation processes (Cioca and Munteanu,
2019; Zeidman et al., 2020). The chemical structure of Tetra includes, as shown in Figure 1 a
four – ring system (labeled A – D in Figure 1) where the D ring is aromatic but rings A, B, and C
include saturated carbon centers, all of the with multiple functional groups that change with
different environmental changes such as pH and temperature (Skold, 2011) and functions
through anti – inflammatory properties as well as through the inhibition of protein synthesis. The
combination of aromatic and non – aromatic rings in Tetra, although appear planar in two –
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dimensional structure images, in fact have a significant bend and a unique 3D – structure. The
antibiotic properties of the Tetra family are largely retain following chemical modification of the
“top” of the molecule (positions 4 – 7 in Figure 1), while the “bottom” half of the structure
(positions 10 – 12, and 1 in Figure 1) is intolerant of substitution (Thaker et al., 2010).
Tetracyclines exert antibiotic activity by biding to the bacterial ribosome and thereby interfering
with protein translocation (Thaker et al., 2010). Unintended exposure to antibiotics of this group
poses risks of reduced bone growth and teeth discoloration (Garrett and Margolis, 2012), along
with the potential for antibiotic resistance mechanisms and increased persistence in the
environment in trace amounts with the potential for accumulation lending to be a priority for
removal from treated wastewater effluents.
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Name

Tetracycline

Chemical Structure

7

6

4

D

C

B

A

10

11

12

1

Molecular weight, g/mol

pKa value

480.9

3.26, 9.25

253.28

5.9

365.4

7.11

Sulfamethoxazole

Amoxicillin

Figure 1. Chemical structure, molecular weight and pKa values for the antibiotics used in this
study.

Sulfamethoxazole (4-amino-N-(5-methyl-1,2-oxazol-3-yl) benzenesulfonamide, SMX) is
derived from the family of sulfonamides, widely used as an inexpensive and effective broad –
spectrum synthetic antibacterial (Batt et al., 2006). SMX has shown to have an effect over a wide
variety of microbes and is highly effective against Gram – positive and Gram – negative bacteria.
Nevertheless, because of its widespread usage there is an increase in resistant pathogenic bacteria
(Skold, 2011). Because all the aforementioned reasons, trace amounts of SMX are being found in
treated wastewater, such as 105 ng L-1 in the Las Vegas wash (Bai et al., 2018), and this build –
up impacts aquatic environmental ecosystems and, in turn, impacts human health populations.
Studies have shown that due to their low octanol – water coefficient (Kow), sulfonamides have a
9

high mobility rate through soils which lead to groundwater infiltration and contamination (Batt et
al., 2006). These characteristics lend itself to a high persistent contaminant within the
environment and a need for degradation.
Amoxicillin ((2S,5R,6R)-6-[[(2R)-2-amino-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)acetyl]amino]-3,3dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-1-azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2-carboxylic acid, AMX) is a well – known
and often prescribed antibiotic stemming from the penicillin family and is referred to as a β –
lactam. AMX differs from penicillin through the addition of a hydroxyl group to the base
penicillin structure as shown in Figure 1. The structure of AMX has amphoteric properties due to
three main functional groups (e.g., -NH2, -COOH, and -OH) and it has been shown that over
80% of AMX is excreted through urine/sweat from the human body after 2 h and that its
presence in surface waters, domestic and industrial wastewater can cause serious environmental
problems (Anastopoulos et al., 2020). The extra hydroxyl group allows AMX to be almost
completely absorbed within the gastrointestinal tract without affecting normal bacterial colonies
(Skold, 2011). Accumulation of AMX within waterways can lead to malformations and
deformations of fish embryos, premature hatching of embryos, and other major abnormal
developments in exposed fish (Oliveira et al., 2013). Based off the structure and impact on the
environment this antibiotic is of major concern and in need of degradation.
1.2 Hypothesis and Objectives
Zero – valent iron nanoparticles (nZVI) immobilized into SBA-15 alone and when paired
with peroxymonosulfate (PMS) possess an interesting capability as cost – effective materials for
the application to antibiotic degradation and reduce biological activity related with presence of
antibiotics in aqueous phase. The effect of some water quality parameters such chemical oxygen
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demand (COD) and the interaction that occurs with the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system have possible
significance in the antibiotic degradation process and bacterial interactions.
The main objective of this study was to assess the feasibility of nZVI/SBA-15 composite
alone and with the activation potential of PMS as a cost – effective, novel material to degrade
antibiotics in treated wastewater effluents before their final release into the environment. This
objective was met through different experimental trials to determine the effect of different
concentrations of PMS as an oxidant and nZVI/SBA-15 dosages, to determine the best effective
conditions for the degradation of antibiotics in aqueous phase. The effectiveness of the tests were
measured through chemical and biological indicators: high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) was used to follow the antibiotic concentration throughout the process, which optical
density at 600 nm (OD600 absorbance) was used to determine the biological activity related to
reaction BPs or residual antibiotics degraded during treatment using Escherichia coli (E. coli) as
a biological indicator.
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CHAPTER 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 nZVI Immobilization in SBA-15
The synthesis and immobilization process of nZVI into SBA-15 was the same as reported
elsewhere, specifically the synthesis for nZVI/SBA-15 #2 (Mortazavian et al., 2020), A
schematic of the synthesis process can be seen in Figure 2.
The materials used were mesoporous silica SBA-15 (particle size < 150 µm), iron (III) chloride
(FeCl3, reagent grade, 97%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, ≥ 99%) from Sigma Aldrich Corp (St
Louis, MO) and cyclohexane (C6H12, > 99%) from Ala Aesar (Haverhill, MA), and methanol
(CH3OH, 99.8%) from J.T Baker (Radnor, PA). The synthesis method was the one reported by
(Mortazavian et al., 2020) which is a modified version of the two – solvent method, Briefly 1.0 g
of SBA-15 was combined with iron (III) chloride solution at a concentration of 2.0 M with 0.8
mL added dropwise to 30 mL of cyclohexane. The reaction mixture was stirred for 15 min and,
after resting for 10 min, the material was heated in a vacuum oven (DZF-6020-FP, MTI
Corporation, USA) at 60 ºC during 60 min. At the end of the heating process in the vacuum
oven, the dry powder produced was added to another 30 mL of cyclohexane, stirred
magnetically, and bubbled with Ar gas. Then a concentration of 8.0 M of sodium borohydride at
0.8 mL was added dropwise to the iron chloride solution. The reduction of the iron oxide ion to
ZVI (Fe0) through the addition of the sodium borohydride occurs as shown in Equation (1)
shown below (Mortazavian et al., 2020).
2FeCl3 + 6NaBH4 + 18H2O → 2Fe0 + 6NaCl + 6B(OH)3 + 21H2

12

(1)

The resulting material was then separated from the liquid using a vacuum filter (Whatman filter
paper, Cat. No. 100115), rinsed 3 times with methanol, and placed in a vacuum desiccator for
drying and storage until use.

Figure 2. Schematic of the immobilization process of nZVI into SBA-15

2.2 nZVI/SBA-15 Characterization
The synthesized nZVI/SBA-15 (nZVI/SBA-15 composite #2) (Mortazavian et al., 2020),
was examined and characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Talos
F200X) equipped with XFEG and Super-X EDS systems (SDDs, Bruker) for elemental and
structural properties, scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-5610, JEOL Ltd, Japan) for
surface morphology, and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS, ISIS EDS, Oxford
Instruments Company, Abingdon, United Kingdom) for elemental composition (Mortazavian et
al., 2020). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was also carried out on the
nZVI/SBA-15 composite material to measure the characterization of the surface chemistry by
using PH 5000 VersaProbe (Ulvac-PHI), and FTIR (Shimadzu IR Prestige-21 FTIR
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Spectrophotometer, SHIMADZU Corporation, Japan) was used to identify the atomic chemical
bonds on the nZVI/SBA-15 composite material.

2.3 Antibiotic Quantification and COD
For the quantification of SMX, AMX and Tetra in aqueous phase, an Agilent 1200 HPLC
system equipped with a reverse – Phenomenex Gemini C-18 (5 µm, 4.6 mm × 150 mm) column
and UV detector (λ = 260 nm) was used. For both SMX and Tetra the mobile phase consisted of
70% and 30% (v/v), acetonitrile/trimethylamine (3 mmol, pH 6.2) solution with a flow rate of
1.0 mL min-1. For AMX the same mobile phase solution as SMX was modified with a flow rate
of 0.6 mL min-1. The separation for all three antibiotics was performed at 40 ºC with 20 µL per
sample injection. The results were recorded and interpreted using a calibration curve starting
from 0.4 mmol L-1 to 0.05 mmol L-1. The normalized concentration C/C0 and the % degradation
were calculated using equations 2 and 3:
𝐶
𝐶0

=

𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝑀)

(2)

𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚𝑀)

% 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐶𝑖 −𝐶𝑓
𝐶𝑖

× 100

(3)

Where Ci and Cf are the initial and final antibiotic concentration (mmol L-1).
The antibiotic stock solutions were made using nanopure filtered water in a 1,000 mL
conical flask with 0.8 mmol L-1 of the antibiotic and sonicated for 3 – 4 hours until completely
dissolved. All experiments and stock solution were prepared under standard lab conditions (pH
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6.5 – 7, and room temp at 20 ºC) in triplicate. The stock antibiotic solution of 0.8 mmol L-1 was
diluted into 70 mL of nanopure filtered water to get a concentration of 0.4 mmol L-1 solution.
The reaction mixture was then magnetically stirred, and 0.9 mL of solution was pulled and
filtered using EZ Flow HP syringe Filter (0.22 µm pore size, diameter 13 mm), 0.1 mL of
methanol was added to quench the reaction for a full 1.0 mL sample for analysis.
Samples for COD quantification were taken through a similar fashion to the bath
experiments. A 0.4 mmol L-1 solution of the antibiotic was prepared in 100 mL of nanopure
filtered water. A 3 mL blank of each antibiotic was pulled, filtered using a described earlier and
added to high range digestion solution for COD analysis (VWR BDH chemicals, 20 – 1500 mg
L-1 range), shaken to mix the samples with the digestion solution, and then placed in a COD
reactor (Hach, DRB 200 COD reactor, single block), 15 × 16 mm vial wells, 115 VAC) at 150 ºC
for 2 h. The samples were then read using a Hach DR6000 UV - VIS spectrophotometer.
2.4 Biological Assays
The biological assays were completed using ATCC E. coli (25922) grown in LB broth
(Lennox, Alfa Aesar). LB broth media was prepared by taking 17.5 g of LB powder and adding
it into an autoclavable 500 mL Pyrex container, adding 500 mL of nanopure filtered water and
then stirring magnetically until complete LB powder dissolved. The solution was autoclaved
(Harvey, SterileMax) under normal conditions (e.g., 121 ºC for 20 min with a 10% exhaust). E.
coli was grown by adding 50 mL if LB broth media (media) to two sterilized Erlenmeyer flasks
and adding 100 µL of E. coli glycerol stock into each of the 50 mL of media, and then placed
into an incubator shaker (innOva 4340, Illuminated Refrigerated incubator shaker, New
Brunswick Scientific) at 37 ºC with shaking at 150 rpm for 24 h. The initial growth of the E. coli
was measured using OD600 absorbance method in a plate reader (Synergy 2, BioTek plate reader)
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using a VWR Tissue Culture Plates Non-treated, 96 well sterilized plates (Radnor Corporate
Center, Radnor, PA, 10861-562), media and the grown bacteria culture. The grown E. coli
culture was vortexed to establish an even distribution before taking 20 µL of the culture and
adding it into 180 µL of media into two wells each totaling to 200 µL in each well. An additional
well was filled with 200 µL of media to establish an initial OD600 absorbance measurement
measured as a blank. The OD600 absorbance measurement of the fully grown culture was then
adjusted for the background absorbance of the media using Equation (4), which established the
viability of the E. coli for further analysis.
(OD600)A = (OD600)B – (OD600)C

(4)

where (OD600)A is the adjusted culture absorbance, (OD600)B is the media blank absorbance, and
(OD600)C is the culture absorbance. The measurement of OD600 is unitless though it is a
measurement of the density of cells L-1 and is a measurement of the amount of light absorbed by
the sample.
The adjusted absorbance of the culture was diluted further to an OD600 absorbance
standard of 0.1 in 1000 µL by using Equations (5 – 6) which set the dilution of the bacterial
culture to place with the antibiotic samples. The samples pulled at 0, 5, and 30 min. for SMX,
Tetra, and AMX using 5 mmol L-1 of PMS alone and 1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 combined with 5
mmol L-1 PMS where 0 min represents the control at 0.4 mmol L-1. The control curves at 0.4,
0.2, and 0.05 mmol L-1 dilutions of SMX, Tetra, and AMX were made and compared with the
media/culture blank made from an equal amount of 100 µL of media to 100 µL of culture for an
additional growth comparison,
10

𝐶𝑉 = (𝑂𝐷

(5)

600 )𝐴
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MV= CV – 1000

(6)

where CV is the culture volume (µL), and the MV is the media volume (µL) and are used to
establish the ratio of culture to media dilution used when added to the antibiotic sample in the
wells.
The plate preparation for the plate reader was performed by adding 100 µL of the
antibiotic sample to each of the wells and adding another 100 µL of culture to the same wells,
three of those wells were filled with media and culture alone to provide a culture control of
normal growth. All antibiotics at the time points mentioned earlier were done in triplicate. To
prevent evaporation, the outer wells were filled with nanopure filtered water. The results were
taken every hour and was provided by using Gen5 software (Control and Data analysis, BioTek).
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Condition

Material type and Antibiotic

BLK

Media + culture

Concentration [mmol L-1] or
Time (min)
0/0 min

1

SMX alone

0.4 / 0 min

2

SMX alone

3

SMX alone

0.05 / 0 min

4

5 mmol L-1 PMS

5 min

5

5 mmol L-1 PMS

30 min

6

1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L-1 PMS

0.2 / 0 min

-1

-1

5 min

7

1.5 g L nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L PMS

30 min

8

Tetra alone

0.4 / 0 min

9

Tetra alone

0.2 / 0 min

10

Tetra alone

0.05 / 0 min

11

5 mmol L-1 PMS

5 min

-1

12

5 mmol L PMS

30 min

13

1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L-1 PMS

5 min

14

1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L-1 PMS

30 min

15

AMX alone

0.4 / 0 min

16

AMX alone

0.2 / 0 min

17

AMX alone

0.05 / 0 min

18

5 mmol L-1 PMS

5 min

19

5 mmol L-1 PMS
-1

30 min
-1

20

1.5 g L nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L PMS

5 min

21

1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 + 5 mmol L-1 PMS

30 min

Table 1. Conditions of samples used in Plate Reader.
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 nZVI/SBA-15 Characterization
The characterization of nZVI/SBA-15 nanoparticles are based on the study by
(Mortazavian et al., 2020) in Figure 3a where the overall appearance of the nZVI/SBA-15
particles are seen, and the EDS analysis graph in Figure 3b confirms that iron is present in the
sample and both Figure 3b and 3c also showed no contamination has occurred during the
synthesis process.. The successfully attached nZVI particles to the SBA-15 supporting material
can be seen in the TEM scans shown in Figure 3c with the distribution of the nZVI being
represented as the black spherical objects in the larger SBA-15 material. Finally in Figure 3d the
elemental mapping is shown with red representing the ZVI, green representing the silica and
finally a combination of both iron and silicon presenting the distribution of the nZVI particles on
SBA-15. The iron/silicon (Fe/Si) weight ratio was analyzed using inductively coupled plasma
analysis (ICP, Thermo iCAP 6300 ICP-OES) for the sample used in this study. The result of the
ICP analysis was found lower than the hypothesized Fe/Si ratio, probably because a fraction of
the iron chloride (FeCl3) used in the nZVI/SBA-15 composite synthesis was not immobilize
nZVI onto the silica rods, with those unused iron particles being washed during the synthesis
process. The nZVI/SBA-15 composite used in this study showed to a Fe/Si ratio of 3.66%, as
obtained from the ICP analysis, with a significant difference from the hypothesized 34% Fe/Si
ratio.
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Figure 3. nZVI immobilized in SBA-15. A) SEM image (inlet: appearance). B) Elemental
analysis. C) TEM image D) Elemental mapping of iron nanoparticles in SBA-15, red showing
iron distribution, green being the silicon, and the combination of iron and silicon.

Another study (Mortazavian et al., 2020), showed that there is an optimum level of iron
needed for the synthesis of nZVI/SBA-15 composite which maximizes the micropore volume
and specific surface area instead of reducing the specific surface area and micropore volume
when increasing or reducing the iron dosage and increases agglomeration. The amount of iron
that was found to be on the nZVI/SBA-15 used in the study, which showed the best micropore
volume and surface area, was 0.162 g g-1 FeCl3/SBA-15. It was found that under these
conditions, the immobilized iron produced a 1.5% increase in the total surface area of the
composite material and a 21.4% increase in micropore volume. Iron leaching tests were also
performed and showed that, when using 1.5 g L-1 of nZVI/SBA-15, the amount of iron released
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after 30 minutes (the length of time of the experimental trial) was 0.46 mg L-1. With an amount
of 0.162 g g-1 of Fe to SBA-15 the amount of leaching is approximately >2% and falls within
EPA regulations for Iron amounts in water which fall between 0.01 – 10.0 mg L-1 and a drinking
secondary contaminate level (SMCL) of 0.3 mg L-1 (“iron-in-water-supplies @
www.taylortechnologies.com,” 2020).
The possible scale up for the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system is to use it within a column
system and allow for the wastewater effluent to flow through the column reducing the amount of
impact occurring during a batch experiment where the composite material is stirred versus
having the spiked water flow through. Allowing the water to flow versus stirring will in theory
reduce the amount of leaching occurring during treatment. It has also been found to be essential
in the environment and is an inherent part of enzyme cofactors that are involved with sensing and
oxygen transport, regulation of protein stability, and iron sensing (Landa, 2021). The leaching of
the iron allows it to be available as a needed micronutrient for living organisms (e.g., plants) as
naturally occurring iron may be highly prevalent but is still low in its bioavailability, with lack of
iron causing some plant diseases such as leaf chlorosis (Landa, 2021). The amount of leaching
can then aid in the growth and health of plants by increasing that amount of bioavailable iron for
living organisms in the environment.
3.2 Assessment of Free Radical Production
The potential of the nZVI/SBA-15 composite material to perform antibiotic degradation
by AOPs on its own has been assessed by (Mortazavian et al., 2020) with the capability to
generate •OH radicals through bleaching of p-nitroso dimethylaniline (pNDA), a well - known
(•OH) radical scavenger, shown in Figure 4. The pNDA bleaching tests in Figure 3 shows three
different doses of nZVI/SBA-15 (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 g L-1) under constant dissolved oxygen (DO) ≈
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8.0 mg L-1, neutral pH, 25 ֯C, and no hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or NOM added, for the
production of •OH radicals. A control run of SBA-15 without the addition of nZVI was done in
order to determine if any absorption of pNDA occurred and contributed to the removal of pNDA
during the nZVI/SBA-15 trials. The results in Figure 3 shows that , when increasing the
nZVI/SBA-15 dose of from 0.5 g L-1 to 1.5 g L-1 the pNDA bleaching efficiency is increased
with the added benefit that SBA-15 alone (no immobilized nZVI ) has shown to have no effect
on the absorption or bleaching of pNDA (Mortazavian et al., 2020). It is also shown that at each
time interval and analogous dose the nZVI/SBA-15 composite was able to bleach pNDA at a
quicker rate and with significantly high efficiency.
As reported by (Mortazavian et al., 2020) an increase in the amount of iron chloride per
gram of SBA-15 to an ideal dosage of 0.162 g g-1 Fe in the composite, used for this study,
provided the most complete bleaching of pNDA. The results show that the amount of iron in the
composite sample, mentioned in the previous section, based off the ICP-analysis and found in the
study conducted by (Mortazavian et al., 2020), has the optimum micropore volume and surface
area needed for additional studies to be conducted using the nZVI/SBA-15 composite. The use of
the pNDA as previously mentioned is a •OH radical scavenger and reacts at a 1:1 ratio of •OH
radicals to pNDA molecule allowing for a quantification of the amount of •OH radicals
produced. (Mortazavian et al., 2020) has reported the use of nZVI/SBA-15 in combination with
H2O2 for Fenton and Fenton – like reactions in which the degradation process is similar to that of
PMS, though PMS was not able to be assessed as it tends to have a similar color to the pNDA
which can produce false readings.
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Figure 4. pNDA bleaching tests using nZVI/SBA-15 in three different doses (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 g L1
), initial pNDA concentration = 10 µM with a DO concentration ≈ 8.0 mg L-1 in all experiments
with no additional H2O2 or NOM). The error bars are representative of the standard deviation from
triplicates.

3.3 Degradation of Antibiotics in aqueous phase
3.3.1 Sulfamethoxazole
For the degradation of antibiotics, SMX batch experiments were done using the
experimental design shown in Table 2, which is based on the dosage amounts identified during
the pNDA bleaching tests reported from (Mortazavian et al., 2020) neutral pH, room temperature
25 ֯C, and DO ≈ 8.0 mg L-1. SMX was used to establish the optimal dosage amount for the
degradation of all three antibiotics as it presented as the most difficult to degrade
.
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Antibiotic

Antibiotic
concentration
(mmol L-1)

PMS
concentration
(mmol L-1)

nZVI/SBA-15
dose amount
(g L-1)

Total Reaction
time (min)

0.5
Sulfamethoxazole

0.4

5

1.0

30

1.5
Tetracycline

0.4

1.25

0.5

30

Amoxicillin

0.4

5

1.0

30

Table 2. Experimental design for antibiotic degradation tests

The degradation efficiency of nZVI/SBA-15 was tested alone without the addition of
PMS to determine which dosage concentration would provide the highest amount of degradation.
The results can be seen in Figure 5a where 1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 proved to have the best
antibiotic degradation (e.g., 19% over the 30 min) when compared to 0.5 and 1.0 g L-1
nZVI/SBA-15, which produced 2 – 5 % degradation. The use of nZVI/SBA-15 alone (without
the addition of PMS) allows the Fe0 to produce a Fenton – like reaction and Fe0 has shown the
ability to produce H2O2 when in the presence of DO has been noted by (Mortazavian et al., 2020)
and shown in Equation (7 – 11), with Equation (7) representing the production of H2O2 from Fe0
in DO conditions.
Fe0 + O2 + 2H+ → Fe2+ + H2O2

(7)

With the production of H2O2 a contiuation of iron decomposition continues in Equation (8).
Fe0 + H2O2 → Fe2+ + 2OH-

(8)
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Other possible reactions containing Fe0 and H2O2 when H2O2 is seperately added that could
occur in aqueous phase and produce a loop ciruct in which Fe3+ reduces back to Fe2+ is
demonstrated in Equation (9 – 11):
Fe3+ + H2O2 → Fe2+ + •O2H + H+

(9)

Fe3+ + •O2H + H+ → Fe2+ + H2O2

(10)

Fe3+ + H2O → [Fe(OH)2+] + H+

(11)

The degradation achieved using nZVI/SBA-15 load 1.5 g L-1 shows that production of •OH
radicals schematically shown in Figure 4 has some efficiency in the degradation of SMX but is
not effective enough to generate a significant amount of degradation. In order to establish a
control on the amount of adsorption occurring at the optimum dosage of nZVI/SBA-15 (e.g., 1.5
g L-1), a blank using SBA-15 alone (without immobilized nZVI or PMS) was tested with
negligible results as also shown in Figure 5b.
The use of PMS for organic contaminate degradation as an alternative for H2O2 in Fenton
– like reactions has been previously reported with pharmaceuticals (Rodríguez-Narváez et al.,
2018; Rodriguez-Narvaez et al., 2020). In these reports, the combination of Co2+ and PMS was
able to degrade pharmaceuticals (diclofenac and acetaminophen) up to 99% with a PMS dosage
of 5 mmol L-1 leading to use of that concentration for this study. The combination of PMS with a
transition metal produce SO4•− radicals during decomposition as well as persulfate shown in
Equations (12 – 14) (Rodríguez-Narvaez et al., 2020).
2SO5•− → {SO4•−O2SO4•−}

(12)

{SO4•−O2SO4•−} → 2SO4•− + O2

(13)
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{SO4•−O2SO4•−} → S2O82- + O2

(14)

The use of SO4•− and •OH radicals can lend itself to a higher efficiency in antibiotic degradation
though other degradation mechanism pathways have been proposed when PMS is used alone (Ji
et al., 2018).
The efficiency of PMS alone (5 mmol L-1) dose was tested without the addition of
nZVI/SBA-15 as a secondary control. The results shown in Figure 5 were 77% SMX was
achieved with an initial degradation in the first 5 min(IR5) rate of 0.16 mmol min-1 was observed
as shown in Table 3. The initial degradation rate lends itself to the thought that a secondary
mechanism pathway other than the production of free radicals to what is known as a non –
radical oxidation mechanism and is possibly the more dominate reaction mechanism (Yin et al.,
2018) occurring within the first 5 min of total reaction in all antibiotics. The non – radical
oxidation mechanism has been reported to have the potential to minimize the production of
hazardous by – products as well as a high selectivity for specific compounds lending itself to
being an invasive catalyst when added to the nZVI/SBA-15 for SMX degradation (Yin et al.,
2018). One of the non – radical degradation mechanism pathways that has been reported for
PMS is that of PMS undergoing self – decomposition in an aqueous system generating singlet
oxygen 1O2 in Equations (15) and (16) that can react as alternative mechanism for SMX
degradation (Yang et al., 2021).
HSO5 + SO52- → HOOOSO3 + SO42-

(15)

HOOOSO3 → SO42- + 1O2 + H+

(16)

HSO5- + SO52- → HSO4- + SO42- + 1O2

(17)
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From these results, some authors have suggested that PMS would be highly effective in the
degradation of SMX, though it has also shown to be highly efficient in the degradation of Tetra
and AMX, without energy or activating agents and allows for low – equipment and operations
costs, non – secondary contamination, and no energy input (Yin et al., 2018) proving a viable
alternative for Fenton – like reactions in place of H2O2.
A synergistic effect on the degradation reaction was observed after the addition of PMS
the IR5 values shown in Table 3. As shown, for the best reaction conditions (5 mmol L-1 PMS
and 1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15) had an IR5 of 0.10 mmol min-1 when compared to PMS alone that
had an IR5 of 0.16 mmol min-1 allowing for the difference of 0.06 between the two conditions.
The degradation pathway of PMS and nZVI/SBA-15 is probably similar to that of persulfate (PS)
in which the PMS was consumed quickly by the nZVI/SBA-15 (within 5 minutes) to produce
SO4•− which will oxidize SMX. The produced SO4•− radicals, however, are also capable to react
with H2O producing HSO4- and hydroxyl radicals with further discharged H+ as shown in
Equations (18) and (19) (Du et al., 2020).
SO4•− + H2O → HSO4- + •OH

(18)

HSO4- → SO42- + H+

(19)

A similar degradation pathway has been reported with other transition metals for the PMS
decomposition as seen Equations (20 – 22) (Xiao et al., 2018).
HO2- + S2O82- → SO4•− + SO42- + H+ + O2•

(20)

Mn+ + S2O82- → M(n+1)+ + SO4•− + SO42-

(21)

Mn+ + HSO5- → M(n+1)+ + SO4•− + OH-

(22)
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The production of both, •OH and SO4•− radicals, combined to degrade SMX we see a synergistic
effect with an increase in degradation with an increase in nZVI/SBA-15 dosage. This leads to the
best nZVI/SBA-15/PMS dosage observed (1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15and 5 mmol L-1 PMS) which
achieved >99% SMX degradation as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. SMX degradation tests, a) shows all samples run for SMX, b) shows all samples run at 1.5
g L-1, initial SMX concentration = 0.4 mmol L-1 with a DO concentration ≈ 8.0 mg L-1 and PMS
concentration of 5 mmol L-1 in all experiments). The error bars are representative of the standard
deviation from triplicates
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3.3.2 Tetracycline
The best conditions identified for the degradation of SMX (1.5 g L-1 and 5 mmol L-1
PMS) when applied to Tetra resulted in a reaction that had a total degradation in the first 5 min
and required a change in the concentration of both nZVI/SBA-15 and PMS. The results
presented in Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of Tetra to the addition of the oxidant nZVI because a
change in the concentration of both, PMS and nZVI/SBA-15 was to follow the reaction
chemically. The exact concentrations can be seen in the experimental design shown in Table 1
where 0.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 and 1.25 mmol L-1 PMS was used for the degradation of Tetra.
With this high affinity as an adsorbent even using SBA-15 alone, without the addition of PMS or
nZVI, showed a reduction of 26% bringing up the possibility of SBA-15 acting as an adsorbent
for Tetra and is represented in the COD readings shown in Table 4. The initial removal rate of
Tetra using PMS alone occurred too fast to be follow and required a reduction in dosage to 1.25
mmol L-1 to be able to follow the reaction allowing for an IR5 value of 0.11 mmol min-1 (Table 3
when the process, was conducted using 0.5 g L-1 the IR5 value obtained was 0.06 mmol min-1
which represented an increase compared to that observed for SMX (0.02 mmol min-1), even
when a higher load was tested (1.5 g L-1) as seen in Table 3. Using these experimental
conditions, the overall Tetra degradation using PMS and nZVI/SBA-15 alone separately was
74.3% and 65.7%, respectively.
The combination of nZVI/SBA-15 with PMS was again observed producing a synergistic
reaction in which Tetra degradation increased from 74.3% and 65.7% with PMS and nZVI/SBA15 being added individually to >89.8% degradation both reagents were used combined. This
process can be described through the probability of PMS being activated by Fe0 to form both
•

OH and SO4•− radicals, capable to oxidize Tetra. Nevertheless, excess PMS has been suggested
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to be able to act as a scavenger and further degrade both •OH and SO4•− radicals to a weaker
oxidant (SO5•−, Equations 23 and 24) or even further scavenge SO4•− and SO5•− excess causing a
self – quenching reaction as propose in Equation 25 and 26 (Cao et al., 2019).
HSO5- + SO4•− → SO5•− + H+ + SO4−

(23)

HSO5- + HO• → SO5•− + H2O

(24)

SO4•− + SO4•− → S2O82-

(25)

SO5•− + SO5•− → S2O82- + O2

(26)
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Figure 6. Tetra degradation tests with initial concentration = 0.4 mmol L-1 and a DO concentration ≈
8.0 mg L-1 and PMS concentration of 1.25 mmol L-1 in all experiments. The error bars are
representative of the standard deviation from triplicates
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Experimental Conditions

IR5
(mmol min-1)

Molar Ratio

SMX: PMS [5 mM]

0.16

0.08

SMX: nZVI/SBA-15 [1.5 g L-1]

0.02

0.08

SMX: nZVI/SBA-15[1.5 g L-1] + PMS [5 mM]

0.10

0.08

SMX: SBA-15 alone [1.5 g L-1]

-0.01

0.08

SMX: SBA-15 alone [1.5 g L-1] + PMS [5 mM]

0.15

0.08

Tetra: PMS [1.25 mM]

0.11

0.32

Tetra: nZVI/SBA-15 [0.5 g L-1]

0.06

0.32

Tetra: nZVI/SBA-15[0.5 g L-1] + PMS [1.25 mM]

0.16

0.32

Tetra: SBA-15 alone [0.5 g L-1]

0.06

0.032

Tetra: SBA-15 [0.5 g L-1] + PMS [1.25 mM]

0.10

0.032

AMX: PMS [5 mmol L-1]

0.09

0.08

AMX: nZVI/SBA-15 [1.0 g L-1]

0.02

0.08

AMX: nZVI/SBA-15[1.0 g L-1] + PMS [5 mM]

0.10

0.08

AMX: SBA-15 alone [1.0 g L-1]

0.02

0.08

AMX: SBA-15 [1.0 g L-1] + PMS [5 mM]

0.07

0.08

Table 3. Initial degradation rate (5 min, IR5) values.
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3.3.3 Amoxicillin
The results of AMX degradation experiments are shown in Figure 7. And again as
observed for Tetra, a great sensitivity was noticed for the use of high load of nZVI/SBA-15 (e.g.,
1.5 g L-1) suggesting the need to modify the nZVI/SBA-15 load to 1.0 g L-1 in order to follow
the reaction. The degradation of AMX was found at 47.9% and 28% for 5 mmol L-1 PMS and 1.0
g L-1 nZVI.SBA-15 respectively. The results in Figure 5 – 7, as in the other two antibiotics tested
in this study, showed a synergistic effect when PMS with nZVI/SBA-15 were used combining
for a total percent degradation of 63.9%. The overall AMX degradation was found lower than
SMX and Tetra, suggesting that AMX is not as reactive as Tetra yet more reactive than SMX.
From the results of the free radical tests as proposed by (Mortazavian et al., 2020) seen in
Equation (7) Fe0 is considered to be able to produce H2O2 with the excess Fe0 reacting with the
H2O2 to produce •OH radicals. The •OH radicals then expected to change AMX structure, which
further produces reaction intermediates (Zha et al., 2014a) or BPs which may possess some
biologic activity, suggested in Equation (27).
AMX + •OH → Reaction intermediates

(27)

In a previous study (Zha et al., 2014a), the combination of nZVI and H2O2 was observed
comparable, in some way, to the combination of nZVI/SBA-15 and PMS, though with some
differences. In the study by Zha et al. (2014), 86.5% AMX degradation was achieved using
initial conditions of (500 mg L-1 of suspended nZVI, 6 mmol L-1 H2O2 and pH = 3) which
differed from the conditions used in this study (1.0 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15, 5 mmol L-1 PMS and
neutral pH). When the nZVI dosage was increased to 2.0 g L-1 a drop of 77.6% was observed in
the AMX degradation, most likely due to agglomeration of the nZVI nanoparticles as they were
used free in the system rather than immobilized onto a supporting material. From this
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information a possibility of a lower degradation potential of the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system is
probably due to the use of a higher pH value than that mention by (Zha et al., 2014a) whereas
our study used a neutral pH value (~ pH=7) versus the mentioned study (Zha et al., 2014b) where
the pH value used was pH 3.

Figure 7. AMX degradation tests with initial AMX concentration = 0.4 mmol L-1 and a DO
concentration ≈ 8.0 mg L-1 and PMS concentration of 5 mmol L-1 in all experiments. The error bars
are representative of the standard deviation from triplicates

3.4 COD and Biological Assay
The COD data shown in Table 4 correlates the data presented by the degradation of
nZVI/SBA-15/PMS at the best experimental conditions (1.5 g L-1 of nZVI/SBA-15 and 5 mmol
L-1 PMS) for all three antibiotics (SMX, Tetra, and AMX). The COD remaining and seen in
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Table 4 shows the left over material (organic or inorganic material) still oxidable. This way,
COD provides an indication of by – products production though it is an overarching thought as
COD is not able to identify what those oxidable materials truly are. In Table 4 it is observed that
there is a lower concentration of oxidable material when PMS is combined with nZVI/SBA-15
than when PMS is alone without any nZVI/SBA-15 though the percent amount changes
depending on the antibiotic tested showing a sensitivity difference between the nZVI/SBA15/PMS system and the antibiotic. This data was also correlated with biological data to
determine the effects of the left over oxidizable material observed by the COD tests would be on
the bacteria.
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Antibiotic, Material, Dose

COD (mg L-1)

Time (min)

0

113

30

71

60

40

0

113

SMX: nZVI/SBA-15[1.5 g L-1]

30

55

+ PMS [5 mM]

60

51

0

193

30

158

60

160

0

193

30

80

60

83

0

146

30

119

60

125

0

146

30

104

60

100

SMX: PMS [5 mM]

Tetra: PMS [5 mM]

Tetra: nZVI/SBA-15[1.5 g L-1]
+ PMS [5 mM]

AMX: PMS [5 mM]

AMX: nZVI/SBA-15[1.5 g L1]
+ PMS [5 mM]

Table 4. Table showing the COD over time.
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% Removal after 60 min

65%

55%

17%

57%

14%

32%

The biological assays were perfomred using lab grown E. coli as proxy for wild
microorganisms that would be found in the enviornment. The results report the growth of E. coli
when exposed to antibiotics and/or its by-products after degradation process using the best
experimental conditions established during the chemical degradation. The blank (media+
bacteria culture without the addition of the antibiotic sample) was used to establish a baseline
growth of E. coli for comparision to the other data points. In the antibiotic control, the raw,
untreated antibiotic (not exposed to any degradation process conditions and concentration 0.4
mmol L-1) were used. For the remanent biological activity, all three antibiotics were separatelly
tested using the combination of 5 mmol L-1 PMS and 1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15. These results
allowed the identification of residual antibiotics or reaction by-product formation through the
biological activity by a comparison of the control concentrations set at 0.4, 0.2, and 0.05 mmol
L-1, along with a blank (media + culture) in Figure 7a-c and correlated to the left over oxidable
material reported in the COD digestion seen in Table 5 and represented in Figure 9a.
Figure 9a shows the residual biological activity tests for SMX where some type of BPs
able to inhibit E. coli growth were observed in the sample pulled at the 5 min mark for PMS with
no nZVI/SBA-15 added. The best condition that has the least impact and the maximum rate of
growth at 0.042 a.u/h for SMX was after 30 min when exposed to nZVI/SBA-15/PMS for 5 min
though the lag phase was longer than that of the blank and the control. The maximum rate of
growth of all three antibiotics and conditions is shown in Table 5.
The results shown in Figure 9b shows the intense sensitivity that E. coli has when
exposed to Tetra through looking at the control and seeing a maximum rate of growth of 0.004
showing almost no growth. When exposed to the different conditions we see a complete change
in which the lag phase of growth closely matches that of the blank with the one exception being
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nZVI/SBA-15/PMS at 5 min where the growth phase exists the lag phase at 5 h. The
experimental condition that showed the best results based off of the maximum growth rate was
that of PMS at 30 min and had a maximum growth rate of 0.073, though there is still some
inhibition occuring when compared to the blank.
The results shown in Figure 9c for AMX is the most interesting in which we see an
extended lag phase before the start of exponential growth phase at around the 15 hr mark. What
is thought to be occuring is that the E. coli is sensitive to the AMX and that the AMX starts to
photodegrade enough at around that 15 hr mark that allows for the E. coli to start the growth
phase. The maximum growth rate of the AMX control is 0.024 which falls between both SMX
and Tetra showing that it is not as sensitive as Tetra but more sensitive than SMX. When
exposed to the experimental conditions we see a significant reduction in the lag phase though is
still significantly longer than the blank. The experimental condition of nZVI/SBA-15/PMS at 5
min had the highest maximum growth rate and correlates to the best experimental condition for
SMX. These results correlate with the COD results in that SMX and AMX had a similar amount
of difference of left over oxidizable material showing that if there is by-product formation or
trace amounts of antibiotics remaining after degradation the impact on a wild bacterial strain
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which is much less sensitive to contaminants will not be effected as much as the lab grown
strain.

Figure 8. E. coli control growth curves grown in water spiked with antibiotics exposed to different
conditions. A) SMX, b) Tetra, c) AMX. Initial concentration of 0.4 mmol L-1, 5 mmol L-1 PMS, and
1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 in standard laboratory conditions
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Figure 9. E. coli growth curves grown in water spiked with antibiotics exposed to different
conditions. A) SMX, b) Tetra, c) AMX. Initial concentration of 0.4 mmol L-1, 5 mmol L-1
PMS, and 1.5 g L-1 nZVI/SBA-15 in standard laboratory conditions
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Antibiotic

Media +
Culture growth
(a.u/h)

0.4 mmol
L-1 alone
(a.u/h)

5 min
[PMS]
(a.u/h)

30 min
[PMS]
(a.u/h)

5 min
30 min
[nZVI/SBA- [nZVI/SBA15 + PMS]
15 + PMS]
(a.u/h)
(a.u/h)

SMX

0.142

0.067

0.006

0.028

0.042

0.044

Tetra

0.142

0.004

0.065

0.073

0.054

0.062

AMX

0.142

0.024

0.069

0.063

0.085

0.066

Table 5. Maximum rate of growth for SMX, Tetra, and AMX for all the conditions
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Conclusion
In this study, the Fenton – like oxidation process of SMX, Tetra, and AMX using
nZVI/SBA-15/PMS combined system has proven possible and an alternative or addition to
current wastewater treatment processes. The results show that the best experimental condition for
degradation to occur for SMX, Tetra, and AMX was >99%, 89.8%, and 63.9% degradation
respectively with a PMS dose of 5 mmol L-1 and 1.25 mmol L-1 and a nZVI/SBA-15 dosage of
1.5 g L-1, 0.5 g L-1, and 1.0 g L-1. The results show that PMS alone and the lower dosages of the
combined nZVI/SBA-15/PMS system an initial non radical producing mechanism pathway is
occurring with previous studies indicating the direct decomposition of PMS or a decomposition
of PMS into a singlet oxygen (1O2) that then triggers the decomposition of nZVI (Fe0) to (Fe2+
and Fe3+) and the production of both hydroxyl and sulfate radicals. The biological assays show a
reduction of the antibiotics with significant changes with the samples pulled at 5 min for both
PMS and nZVI/SBA-15/PMS where the reaction occurring for the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS sample
having a higher growth rate than the PMS alone or the samples pulled at 30 min. The results
show a slight sensitivity to the either trace antibiotics or by-products produced by the reaction
process when compared to the control samples. There is evidence presented with the COD
results of left over material that can undergo continued oxidation but there is no additional
evidence to suggest whether it is inorganic or organic material or that the presence of methanol
as a reaction quencher has impacted the growth of the culture.
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4.2 Future Work
For future work it is recommended to continue to test to see if there any by-products
actually being produced throughout the reactions through the use of LC-MS or ICP-MS analysis
as well as additional biological assays with other well - known and used bacterial strains. These
additional strains will give a more well - rounded view of the impact the nZVI/SBA-15/PMS
system will have on the environment. Additional tests to determine the possibility of iron
leaching should be done. Other additional tests that should be done are ensemble tests where the
three antibiotics are combined and run with the best experimental condition established by this
study alongside experiments with ions and natural organic matter (NOM) added as additional
parameters.
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Completed 07/10

AWARDS
 DHS Division Fellowship
2021
nd
 2 Place Poster; NWRA Student competition
 “ Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using PMS catalytic decomposition
with Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles Immobilized in SBA-15”
2019
 George Burke Maxey Student Fellowship
2019-2020
 3rd place Poster; DRI Graduate Student Competition
2019
 “Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles
(nZVI) immobilized in SBA-15”
 3rd place Poster; Undergraduate Research Conference
2017
 “Microbial Interactions in the Rhizosphere of Plants in an Aeroponic System”
 Segal AmeriCorps Education Award (X2)
Received in 2016
 Departmental Honor: Agriculture
Received in 2008
 Canoga Park Senior H.S.: Agricultural, Environmental, and Veterinary Science
Magnet
RELATED EXPERIENCE
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Hydroponic Research, Nevada State College
2017-2018
 Researcher
 Studied the microbial communities in root systems within a hydroponic system
 Studied the best techniques for germination without soil
 Assisted in ongoing study on which type of hydroponic system is more suited for
growing healthy crops
 Assisted in ongoing study on the effect of treated wastewater on plants grown in a
hydroponic system
Desert Research Institute: Internship
2017
 Research assistant
 Studying lab techniques in Soil Physics and mechanics, working in an academic
workplace, understanding the impact of hydrophobic soils
Desert Research Institute
2017
 Volunteer
California State (Future Farmers of America) FFA Delegate
2008
Los Angeles FFA Sectional Secretary Officer
2007

RELATED WORK EXPERIENCE
Graduate Research Assistant, Desert Research Institute (Las Vegas, Nevada)
01/19 - Present
Supervisor; Erick Bandala (Erick.Bandala@dri.edu)
 Ran multiple pNDA tests measuring Hydroxyl Radical production with different doses of
nZVI immobilized on SBA-15
 Running multiple experiments identifying different radical productions from nZVI/SBA15 and PMS decomposition
 synthesis and characterization of different materials used for non-conventional water
treatment (e.g. nZVI/SBA-15)
 Collecting, analyzing and interpreting data from experiments
 Collecting and interpreting data from HPLC, as well as repairing and replacing parts of
HPLC
 Using different websites and data for collection and interpretation of temp and heat index
 Following and establishing lab procedures and protocols for different experiments
 Wrote reports on the different accomplishments based off the major project
 Attended and presented at multiple conferences
 Written multiple grant proposals for future and present funding opportunities
 Supervising undergraduate students in different projects within the lab.
Student Worker III, Desert Research Institute (Las Vegas, Nevada)
08/18 - 01/19
Supervisor; Erick Bandala (Erick.Bandala@dri.edu)
 Ran multiple pNDA tests measuring Hydroxyl Radical production with different doses of
nZVI immobilized on SBA-15
 Collecting, analyzing and interpreting data from experiments
 Following and establishing lab procedures and protocols for different experiments
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Supervising undergraduate students in different projects within the lab.

Student Worker II, Desert Research Institute (Las Vegas, Nevada)
05/17- 08/18
Supervisor; Markus Berli (Markus.Berli@dri.edu),(Rose_Shillito@dri.edu)
 Ran multiple different experiments measuring Hydraulic Conductivity
 Collecting, analyzing and interpreting data from experiments
 Acid washing lab sand to remove biologicals using proper lab techniques
 Measuring downward infiltration with tension infiltrometers and gathering data from a
data collection software and analyzing the collected data
 Following and establishing lab procedures and protocols for different experiments
Education and Interpretation Intern, Lake Mead National Recreation Area
10/16 - 01/17
AmeriCorps - Great Basin Institute, Boulder City, Nevada
- Supervisor: Anna Lindstrom (aclindstrom1@gmail.com)
 Assisted with educational hikes and programs throughout Lake Mead NRA
 Informed a wide range of Visitors about Lake Mead NRA and the surrounding area
 Lead Ranger talks on various topic concerning Lake Mead NRA and the surrounding area
(e.g. Native Plant species, Geology, and Water conservation)
 Assisted in the development and implementation of education and interpretation programs
related to Lake Mead NRA
 Assisted on a Park wide Eagle and Raptor survey with multiple agency interactions
Aquatic Invasive Species Intern, Lake Mead National Recreation Area
05/16 - 08/16
AmeriCorps - Great Basin Institute, Boulder City, Nevada
- Supervisor: Taylor Senegal (taylor_senegal@partner.nps.gov)
 Assisted in the development and implementation of education and community
engagement materials related to Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
 Worked in extreme conditions and maintained a positive outlook
 Derived and inputted data for ongoing AIS projects (e.g. historical boat wash data, and
special use permits).
 Informed a wide range of visitors on AIS, water safety, and resource protection.
 Various ranger talks, on various natural resource topics
 Water and bacteria sampling on Lake Mohave
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Nevada State Alliance of Sciences (Vice President)
2017 - 2018
Friends of Nevada Wilderness (Non – Active member)
2014 - Present
FFA (Future Farmers of America: Alumni member)
2005 - 2008
 As an active member with FFA, I had extensive public speaking opportunities and
leadership development experiences.
 Team projects, formal presentations, leadership roles, and opportunities to develop my
leadership skills at related workshops and sponsored conferences including the “Made for
Excellence” and “Greenhand” conferences.
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Through FFA, I served as a State Delegate at the State Convention (California) and
Sectional Secretary Officer; my efforts included strategic planning and group coordination
for FFA Chapters across California.
I competed in statewide, natural resource management competitions that included native
plant and animal identification, oral presentations based on case studies, use of GPS and
topographical maps, mule packing techniques, animal track identification, and tree aging
techniques.



SKILLS AND CERTIFICATIONS
 Proficient with desert plants and wildlife identification
 Proficient with MS Office Programs including Word, PowerPoint, and Excel
 Proficient with social media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook)
 Skills using various GPS equipment and topographical maps in remote and extreme
habitats
 Conversational Hebrew
PUBLICATIONS
 Zeidman, Ahdee B, Rodriguez-Narvaez, Oscar M, Moon, Jaeyun, & Bandala, Erick R.
(2020). Removal of antibiotics in aqueous phase using silica-based immobilized
nanomaterials: A review. Environmental Technology & Innovation, 20, 101030.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eti.2020.101030
 Islas, B., Zeidman, A. B., & Bandala, E. R. (2020). Temperature and Heat Waves. In P.
F. Martinez-Austria, B. Corona-Vasquez, & C. Patino-Gomez, Cambio climatico y
riesgos hidrome-teorologicos (pp. 148-158). Pueblo Mexico: Fundacion Universidad de
las Americas
PRESENTATIONS


Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using PMS catalytic decomposition with
Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles Immobilized in SBA-15: Poster Presented at NWRA
Student Poster competition
2019
 Presentation/Moderator; International Conference on Chemical Engineering & Catalysis
2019
 Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using PMS catalytic decomposition with
Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles Immobilized in SBA-15:
Poster Presented at ACS Student Poster Competition
2019
 Southern California Region Environmental Database Collection and Future Directions:
Poster Presented at UNR Global Climate Change Summit
2019
Spatial Analysis of the Relationship between Antibiotics, Public Parks and Stormwater
Washes: Poster Presented at Geosymposium
2019
 Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles
(nZVI) immobilized in SBA-15: 3rd place poster: Poster Presented at: Student Research
Competition (DRI)
2019
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Degradation of Antibiotics in Aqueous Phase using Zero-Valent Iron Nanoparticles
(nZVI) immobilized in SBA-15: Poster presented at Geosymposium
2019
The Synthesis and Characterization of Zero - Valent Iron nanoparticles (nZVI)
Immobilized on Perlite: Poster Presented at: BARD, Global Water Reuse, and Health
Workshop
2018
Contaminants of Emerging Concern in Plants irrigated with Reclaimed Water in a
Hydroponic System: Poster Presented at: Undergraduate Research and Creative Works
Conference
2017
Microbial Interactions in the Rhizosphere of Plants in an Aeroponic System: 3rd place
poster: Poster Presented at: Undergraduate Research and Creative Works Conference
2017
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